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Theories and Researches 
Gestures of Exchange 
I see a space. 
I see no body. 
This is a space with no event, 
comparmentalized and homogenized. 
I progress, 
I follow the rays, 
see sawdust and threads in the air, 
I smell strange odours, 
I see traces of habitation. 
It has to be a place. 
It happened to be a place with its happenings, 
t is the fundamental physique for holding sin event. 
What is the 'event' ？ 
Introduction 
Theories and Researches 
Gestures of Exchange 
The compartments all open up, 
Goods are spilling out, 
mules are dragging things up an down, 
meeting endless shuffling feets. 
It is a space of desire 
It is a fete, 
a sensory feast. 
Exchange is taking place. 
This is a Bazaar. 
This is a container of exchange. 
Exchange is the 'event'. 
It is an exchange. 
Introduction 
The market 
Buying and selling o particular commodity: 
the trade in, or buying ad selling of, a particular commodity 
Demand or total amount of product sold: 
the total amount of a particular product sold over a particular period of time 
Target and potential customers: 
a particular section of the population, that goods are made for and sold to. 
i.e. the anticipated groups, quantity, concentration and flow of customers. 
Exchange 
Giving and receiving: 
the action or process or an instance of exchanging something else or for 
something the same 
Building used for commercial activities: 
a building formerly or still used as a centre for the trading of commodities, 
securities, or other assets, or the market operating there 
Something given for something received: 
something given for something received in place of another to take a piece of 
your own, usually of similar value or equivalent. 
Transfer of particles: 
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The marketplace 
Open space for market: 
an open space where a market is held 
Gathering of trading: 
the commercial sphere where buying and selling takes place 
Setup where ideas can be discussed: 
a forum in which ideas are exchanged, discussed, and complete for recognition 
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Exchange as a thing 
Exchange is an event. 
It has the notion of transferring, organizing and distributing, 
It involves trans-actions. 
It is a gesture of flow shaped by people and goods. 
Exchange as a place 
Exchange is the place of trans-actions. 
This place can take any form, in any space, at certain times. 
It lives on a rhythm of flow as people and goods are distributed at regular intervals. 
Gontai门ers of exchange 
The architectonic form only provides the fundamental physique for holding the event. 
It does not convey the spirit /a sense of place specific to exchange. 
The real container of exchange is the very 'space' that is moulded by gestures of ex-
change. 
Gestures of exchange 
These gestures are all about flow. 
Flow, including movements at all speeds, (moving, retarding, stopping, staying) 
The rhythm and directions of flow forms a hierachy of space. 
i.e. The hierarchy of flow (people and goods) determines the form an exchange space. 
What are the most tangible and definable gesture that remarks a space of exchange? 
It is the displays and movements that grounds the event. 
Definitions 
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Evolution of retail space 
1 • Street markets formed by an accumulation of itinerate traders. 
2. Temporary structures added for shelter. 
\ r 
3. Streets are cleared for traffic and hygiene problems, shops start to flourish, 
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4. Shops gradually spill out, striving for more display and work space. 
5. Shops continue to expand to an extent where the shop becomes a bigger storage. Goods 
are once again forced out onto the street. 
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Evolutions 
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6. The patron has to add temporary structures overhead to protect 
himself and his goods from weather 
7. The street beomes so congested that pedestrianization is essential, 
8. As living standards and technologies are elevating, weather-protection 
and transportation mechanisms are added which give rise to indoor 






Street market projects an air of vulgar which seem totally 
incompartible with the surrounding urban chic. Filthy and 
chaotic it might be, however, they are still popular and they stili 
flourish in voids betweem smart building blocks within big 
modern cities. Their interactive co-existence forms a 
harmonious scene that is no longer separable. It becomes the 
most remarkable piece of urban fabric. 
The market becomes the major event and the spatial bondage 
between the street (void) and the adjacent blocks (solids). 
They give life to the street and make sense of a place. 
Advantages 
The street becomes safe and pleasant to wa k. 
Trading activity nourishes the community and attracts income. 
We enjoy convenient shopping and favorable pastimes. 
Pedestrianization means less traffic and fresher air. 
A vibrant scene with its particular character. 
Street Markets 
Section through Ladies Maket, Mongkok.Hong Kong 
What constitute street markets? 
Street markets are often collections of temporary structures 
that lay within gaps or open spaces in-between our existing 
urban fabrics. They form a second layer of streets. 
They are one of the most popular and long-lived urban fabric 
nationwide. They are good parasites that sustain grassroots' 
survival and contribute much to the economy and vitality of 
the urban environment. 
Positive vulgarity 
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Shopping Mall 
Single Operator Market 
Government Indoor Market 
Recreation / Library 
Cooked food centre 
Dry Grocery 
Vegetables & Fruits 
Meat, Seafood & Poultry 
m 
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Going indoor 
Supermarkets and mega chains are inevitably the trend and the mode 
for our future retail developments. Traditional wet markets are 
diminishing as the younger generations are more attuned to a lifestyle 
of cleanliness, comfort and convenience. Small patrons are gradually 
loosing their market, many have been forced by the government to move 
into multi-functional public service buildings owing to congestion and 
sanitary problems. 
Government indoor market complexes are muti-story service blocks 
comprising wet market, cooked food market, library and other 
recreational purposes. Private management single operator markets are 
also popular within communities. They are usually contained within 
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惠康為您送 
we/komede 
c i t y ' s u p e r 
PARKHSHOP 
® 華 潤 
The role of advertising changed from delivering product 
news bulletins to building an image around a particular 
brand-name version of a product. The first task of 
branding was to bestow proper names on generic goods 
such as sugar, flour, soap and cereal, which had previously 
been scooped out of barrels by local shopkeepers. 
Familiar personalities such as Dr. Brown, Uncle 已en, Aun-
tie Jemima, and the old Grand-Dad came to replace the 
shopkeeper, who was traditionally responsible for 
measuring bulk foods for customers and acting as an 
advocate for products a nationwide vocabulary of 
brand names replacd the small local shopkeeper as the 
interface between customer and product. 
"No Logo" - New Branded world - Naomi Klein 
l\ jHfi'll! m\m 
Live? 
Proper packaging 
…. . . . … Good image 
What is the next trick? 
Cleanliness + Comfort + Convenience = Good image 
Good image + Proper management =已rand name 
Brand name = Confidence = increasing flow 
Increasing flow = increasing sales 
More sales = greater market share 
Greater mark©t$har© - more capital 
More capital = expanding business scoop 
Expanding business scoop 二 DIVERSITY 
• HYBRIDS + BIGNESS 
Supermarkets 
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Thesis statement 
SARS，influenza, food poisoning, GM foods... what is the next strike?? 
Lifestyle??? 
Superstores are definitely the mode of living for tomorrow as traditional wet markets no longer 
suffice our elevating living standards and hygiene needs. 
We are turning to organic and homemade products since knowledge reveals the harm chemicals 
can bring to our body. We want to live long and stay fit. 
Through travels and the influence of media, we acquire taste for other ethnic flavors and a much 
wider selection of goods. 
In response to the diminishing roles of traditional wet markets and the expanding service 
scope of supermarkets and retail chains, this thesis aims to explore new shocks on the 
building programme and spatial organization of future retail environments. 
By studying the transformations of food markets and some retail tactics, it is the objective to 
define new concepts regarding different forms of exchanges and their relationships with people, 
goods and space. 
Cleanliness -> convenience diversity entertainment ？? 
We are expecting more than just a grocery shopping experience 
Statement 
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Bigness! 
"New infrastructures formed a cluster of mutations that induced another species of architecture. 
The combined effects of these inventions were structures taller and deeper - bigger than ever 
before conceived, with a parallel potential for the reorganization of the social world a vastly 
richer programmation. > HYBRIDS 
Bigness has the potential to reconstruct the Whole, resurrect the Real, reinvent the collective, and 
reclaim maximum possibility. 
Bigness can sustain a promiscuous proliferation of events in a single container. The artificiality 
and the complexity of Bigness release function from its defensive armor to allow a kind of 
liquefaction; programmatic elements react with each other to create new events." 
OMA Rem Koolhas , Bruce Mai -，S，M，L, XL 
"My project was proably the first of a number of proposals for airport cities. 
My Kansai Airport was a linear city, one mile long, that took the multiplicity of events of airport life 
and turn them into a concentration of metropolitan activity, a new and unprecedented form of 
international life. 
Such a project could make Osaka and Japan forerunners of the most intense mode of city life, in 
which people would fly to Kansai International because it would be the place to be. This fantastic 
capacity was possible because airports no longer serve isolated functions. They are not unitary 
buildingsjthey extend and redefine the metropolis; they explode boundaries and limits. They are 
also one of the fastest growing industries today, attracting entrepreneurs of all kinds. 
Kansai was designed as an event, a spectacle, a new city of exchange and interchange, of 
commerce and culture, of 24-hours a-day, continuous invention. It would have 2 hotels with a 
thousand rooms, office space, mile-long entertainment, culture, a sports centre with cinemas, 
exhibition spaces, swimming pools golf courses, shooting galleries, and so forth. All serviced by 
travelators and conveniences of all kinds." 
Bernard Tschumi, "Thing as abstraction" 
Quotations 
Gestures of Exchange 
dentity 
In public?? 
Qualities that identifies somebody or something: 
who somebody is or what something is, especially 
the name somebody or something is known by. 
Part of our body (like fingerprint), the appearance 
or social labels. 
Self recognition? 
Somebody's essential self: 
the set of characteristics that somebody recognizes as 
belonging uniquely to himself or herself and constituting 
his or her individual personality for life. 
Each person may live with a multiple sense of self which 
carries disparate and contradictory identity positions-
dual identity / split personality. 
The difference 
Derrida, "identification is a process that operates across 
difference." 
Image counts! 
Good appearance assures self confidence. We are living in an age 
where cleanliness is a social norm and a proper image is required 
in nearly all fields of work. 
A simple grooming, cleansing, coiffure or makeover would 
definitely recover/ help to rediscover one's own identity. This 
practice of transformation is no longer an indulgence but 
a frequent neccessity as individuals are becoming more aware 
of image and looks. 
State of mind 
Identity is also a state of mind of what and who one believes he 
is. This self-recognition process requires interchanging and 
cleasing through reflections, meditation, praying and resting. 
We spend almost 2 to 4 hours a day travelling or waiting, and during 
the course our minds may wander, whereby shopping is also considered 
as a form of wandering. We daydream and reflect, alone, as we are 
trespassing this borderland between destinations, with no particular 
events. It is the perfect hour to distill and reconstruct our body, 
soul and spirit. 
Ease of mind and tran-
quility is the path to 
enlightenment 
Theories 
Theories and Researches 
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HYBRID 
Interbreeding of two different species 
Anything derived from heterogeneous sources 
Products of intermingling 
Oxymoron, expressions with contradictory words 
HYBRID PROGRAMMES 
Exchange is infiltrating all sorts of building programme nowa-
days. 
This hybrid approach to programing will definitely restruct our 
cities and our 
mode of living as the hybrids will continue to merge into a vastly 
richer complexity. 
There will be new events and a new hierarchy to govern the flow 
and the rhythm. 
i.e. it generates a new type of space. 
Theories 
BORDERLAND 
An exaggeration of the border/the edge 
A point where things overlap: 
the indeterminate area between two conditions, categories, 
or activities that is hard to define because it contains features 
or qualities of both 
Syncretic, Liberatory, In-between realm 
Borderland is the breeding ground of hybrids, that is, 
something new, something different，somehow familiar 
yet unrecognizable. 
A new aura where meanings and representations are 
renegotiated, and given a new identity. 
MUTUAL CONTAMINATIONS 
已habha，，，Hybridity does not emerge from the synthesis of 
different components, but from a space where elements 
encounter and transform each other." 
Theories 
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BORDER 
The cutting edge, tipping point, meeting surface that simply 
touch on but do not intersect. 
Borders, unlike boundaries, signify the copresence of identities 
foreign to one another, a confrontation with alienable 
difference. 
已orders also hint at the possibilities of crossing over 
(threshold), of voilating and redrawing limits. They carry a 
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Interchange 
1. Alternation, switch or swap places: 
a node between destinations (places) where the flow 
is stopped/ retarded and redistributed. 
2. Intersection: 
a junction where vehicles can, by means of access 
roads, bridges, and underpasses, change from one 
road to another without stopping or crossing other 
traffic. 
3. Borderland between 2 destinations: 
a place where passengers can change the mode of 
transportation and proceed to their destinations. 
i.e. non-destination, transitional zone 
"Trans" 
Transitions, translations, transferrence, transgression 
Trans' has a notion of in-between or in progress. 
Trans' exists between 2 destinations or 2 ultimate events. 
It belongs to a non-destination. 
A Trans'-action is a moment when movements are travelling 
to their 'happening'，or to ‘the event'. 
The space or the time in which it travels is emptiness. 
i.e. transaction and interchange are parallel in meaning. 
They are both in a state of travelling, not arriving and not happening. 
This kind of space is known as a 'passage'. 
•Passage connotes movement between places; but it also means a place 
through which to pass. 
Passage, like event itself, has "temporal" as well as "spatial" qualities. 
•Edward S. Casey, The Fate of Place 
Theories 
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Exchange + travelling 
Hong Kong is a hyper-dense market city. Urban destinations are effectively 
shopping venues, one after another. Shopping facilities always come on top of the 
package in satellite towns or residential developments. 
Houses are built on the podium, the podium houses the shopping mall, leads to the 
sprawl of transportation network and links to the rest of the city. 
Similarly, transportation stations are planned along a strategic commercial channel. 
The shopping mall thus becomes the magnet of activities, the commmunity and the 
connection to the outside. It is a passage where a non-stop flow of people transit daily 
from home to work. 
The shopping mall organizes our daily routine, our rhythm of life and our daily neccessities 
The mall forms a permenant urban centre drawing the crowds while the streets attract all 
kinds of mobile traders. They form a network so connected which haunts every corner the 
urban environment, that one cannot escape from shopping. 
Theories 
Theories and Researches 
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Gestures of Exchange 
1. Head to the front 
We always move forward when we are travelling on foot, on 
bikes, on stairs and on escalators. Never to the sides nor back-
wards. Why? 
Our bodies are all tailored in a way that we would feel more com-
fortable and safe to move forward because we manage to see 
before we step out. 
Therefore, even when we wish to alter our directions when travel-




1. retard or stop 
2. turn the body 
3. look 
4. step forward 
When we travel between 2 destinations, we perform a vectoral progression 
that is almost a straight line unless we are distracted or disturbed. In this 
case, we would follow the above principles to make our way towards the 
point of attraction or negotiate round the obstacles. This will increase our 
length and time of displacements. 
Spatial Formulas 
Theories and Researches 
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2. Linearity 
Linear path is an appropriate model for retail environments, not only 
because we are much attuned to the culture of street shopping, but also 
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re front 
When we enter a contained retail space, no matter how the shelves are 
arranged, we still wander in a linear path through the displays and end up 
arriving at the check-outs. This time, instead of travelling in a straight 
ine, we performed a LOOP 
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4. Aisle width 
Sense of scale and intimacy are essential ingredients that makes 
space habitable for humans. 
Retail spaces and display shelves are made in response to the 
human physique and planned to manipulate the flow of people. 
Pedestrian spines and aisles of retail spaces are designed with 
an optimum width. That is, we can spot an item on the opposite 
side of the aisle but not being able to reach by arm without 
performing the manoeuvres of stopping, turning around and stepping 
out again. 
i.e. the maximum aisle width is determined by our viewing distance. 
Theories and Researches 
Gestures of Exchange 
3. Disorientations 
By increasing the length and time of displacements through space, we are 
likely to pay more attention to the details within. When this is applied to a 
passageway or transition, the length of journey, time of flow, interactions 
and opportunities for events would thereby, increase. 
This can be achieved by different methods of distractions/ interruptions: 
Displays on both sides 
Displays/happenings on both sides of a walking spine encourages a 
zig-zag path instead of a straight line 
Spill-outs 
rregular spill-outs would disrupt the frontier of display and thus the 
wandering path. 
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Obstructions 
Objects in the middle the passageway would slow down the traffic. 
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Scale and hierarchy of flow 
All retail spaces/ display units share a designated scale and hierarchy of 
flow which is goverened by principles of merchandising and logistics. 
Display units are often made in response to the human physique and 
spaces are planned by juggling displays to manipulate the flow of people. 
While upscale supermarkets and big corporate chains are becoming 
leaders of the market, regardless of their sizes, sense of scale and 
intimacy s训 form the basis of their success in the creation of effective 
and humane retail environments. 
Spatial Formulas 
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Visual Quality 
.Eye level trick 
A recent survey reveals that higher-priced shampoos were at eye 
level in most shops. Same for kids' cereals as the higher priced 
products are very often placed at kids' eye level. This is because 
we are instinctively driven to respond to our eyes. 
2. Agglomerations 
Agglomeration of specialist shops on the same street benefits from 
an impact of collective displays. Items are grouped together to provoke 
impulse sales, atmosphere and character for the street. 
3. Cluttered look 
An accumulative effect can be gained by stacking/ arraying/cramping/ 
heaping repetitive types of commmodities. A cluttered look conveys 
abundantness and bargins. 
4. Color 
Use of appropriate color for displays can achieve the best visual stimulus. 
已lightness and shininess gives the impression of freshness and cleanliness. 
Fruits always look better in natural daylight and meats are always right in 
red lights. The lighting technique is crucial for a successful presentation. 
5. New! 
Marketers will often rearrange shelves, making shoppers search for their 
regular items and discover new products in the old, familiar shelve spaces. 
Short-lived or constantly changing displays provides new experiences. A 
recurring promise of new items attracts curious customers to check-out the 
stores regularly. 
6. Production process 
Employees lavishly preparing take-home meals right before your eyes 
creates excitement and sales, especially if a free tasting is part of the 
strategy. One of the oldest concepts adopted from wet markets - 'made 
on the premise' guarantees freshness. It also adds the quality of enter-
tainment and an image of expertise. 
Spatial Formulas 
as-
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Some typical arrangements of British market halls 
Vegetables, 2-sided 
cou 门 ter 
no passage 
Darwen 1879 
4-stall block- 2 sided 
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SPATIAL FORMULAS 
Enclosure 
Single box like structures 
Stacks 
Multi-storey structures with 
vertical transportations 
Gonti 门 uous 
Connected by structures 
(bridges, subways etc.) or 
continuous activities 
Semi-enclosure 
Roof structures over 
passageways 
Open 
Bazaars and piazzas with 




New combinations of pro-
grammes 
HYBRIDS OF EXCHANGE 
The combination of commercial and other functions within a single structure is a strategy 
which has been used repeatedly over history. 
Bazaar Mixed use 
exchange + worship exchange + habitation 
Malls 
exchange + entertainment 
Cyber 
exchange + virtual reality 
Spatial Formulas 
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LOOPS 
definitions 
1. doubling of a line that leaves an opening 
2. eye / ring shaped hole 
3. a flight manoeuver in which a plane flies vertically in a circle 
4. a piece of film or tape joined at both ends to allow repeated use 
of images or sound, especially in dubbing procedures 
5. closed circuit 
6. common fingerprint pattern 
When adopting the loop in the spatial organization of a retail space, 
we are manipulating the walking spine in a way that the flow is more 
controlled in a uni-directional movement. 
Loops form clu-de-sacs and encourage retardation/stopping as we 
squeeze through the neck on entering and leaving. It also increases 
the travelling distance and time because it is not vectoral. 
Loops offer a more diverse spatial and visual experience than a straight 
spine. It offers a wider viewing angle when we are inside and more 
vanishing points when we are outside. 
The residue spaces in the centre and in between allow more obstacles 
i.e. disorientations; or it may provide opportunities for breeding new 
events, thus intensifying the hybrid quality of the space. 
n such ways shoppers are likely to stay longer in the store. 
Customers are often forced to enter and leave from the same point or 
on the same perimeter of the building. This leaves the other sides of 
the site clear, making room for loading requirements and vehicular 
access. 
Spatial Formulas 
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Concept - The wandering path 
The displays run in a linear path that takes form of a loop, embracing the neucieus. 
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Experimental Mode 
Conceptual scheme for the design of the new 
superstore hybrid. 
The main interchange platform takes form of 
a travelator which runs over and through the 
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lean, baby's changing, answer a call 
sit with feet hanging 
work tops, transactions (goods and money), checkouts 
enqueries, transactions (money), security 
shelves, partitions, cubicles 
full height partitions, cubicles 
full height partitions, gallery 
monuments, sculptures, video screens 




glass, screens, cubicles 
150 
2 hrs fire protection 
structural, cantilever, hanging (include lighting) 
shallow niche, heavy cantilever, 
include decorative lighting/water feature 
1000 deep niche, heavy cantilever, storage, 
include decorative lighting/water feature, 
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oversize merchandise display, worktops, canopy 
large merchandise display, worktops, couch 
merchandise display, seating, worktops 
planter, lighting, screens, displays 
150 plants, lighting, screens, small decorations 














also great for: 
sitting 





rearrange the bags 
answer the mobile 


































top of shelf 
suitable for: 



















































































































































































FORMS & VARIATIONS 
VARYING SECTIONS 
VARIATIONS 
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SHOPPING STRUCTURES 
RETAIL ONLY 
loading retail parking ’ ^ 
J retail 
. L retail 







































USE OF SPACES 










split levels x 2 
USE OF SPACES 
shop windows 
、、 









hard edge - level hard edge - raised 
soft edge - greenery 
hard edge - sunken 
soft edge - extended greenery 
soft edge - extended greenery with water/ recreational features 
USE OF SPACES 
site boundaries 
身 f 
USE OF SPACES 
rooms - levelled 





USE OF SPACES 
rooms - split levels 
1 
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Concept - The Zig-zag 





Zig-zag and the building form 
2k 、 
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Form follows programme? 
All fluctuations can be labelled. When they are labelled they become institutionalized. 
Architects spend their time worrying about the programme usually expressed in the form of 
functions. 
I prefer the truth about behaviour as this is less specific. 
Eating can mean anything from grazing, to pinics, to formal restaurants. 
If the word canteen appears in your brief, it already assumes a particular type of space, 
which prevents thought and speculation. 
Will Alsop Towards an Architecture of Practical Delight 
How had we labelled our daily grocery providers of different SCALES? 
SIZE LABEL 
4 sq feet 
400 sq feet 
2000 sq feet 
40000 sq feet 
80000 sq feet 
ifinity or 0 
pedlars 





"Size" matters and the trend is in fact, going 'bigger'. 
Our container of exchange is expanding. 
It is not only expanding, it is morphing. 
It contains too much, or too little to be named. 
It contains a whole new concept: not only 
"to buy", "to dwell", "to transit", "to entertain", "to learn", “to perform 
but "to live". 
Programmation 
SUGGESTED PROGRAMME 
A Lifestyle Interchange 





Bank + Makeover salon 
Bakery 





Pets + Creche 
Pharmacy 
Homeware + Spa 
Organic 
Cereals 





Fruits + Cooking demo 
It is hybrid of supermarket and identity interchange that reveals and exchange . It contains 
our daily neccessities and transforms our identity by distilling our soul, body and mind. 
The programme aims at promoting a positive attitude to 'living' through merging people of 
different backgrounds so that they could learn from each other. 
Programmation 
Theories and Researches 




The site was formerly a wet market hall that serves mainly the 
neighboring communities and some white collars / tourists 
from the CBD. 
The site is read as an interchange which connects the CBD 
and the uphill residences, where people and goods are col-
lected, organized and re-distributed along the escalator. 
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THE SITE 
The Escalator and the former Central Market, an area bounded by Des Voeux Road Central, 






vehicular pedestrian (above street) 
pedestrian (street ！eve!) site 
// 










blocks street markets 
Site 
Theories and Researches 
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圔 Site -old Centra! Market 
Former indoor wet market、now the 
interchage between the Escalator 
and the CBD, 
_ MTR Hong Kong Station 
Airport Express Interchange 
Stock exchange 
H Elevated connections 
Covered walkway, bridges and escalators 
O MTR access 
ii street vendors 
Site 
Theories and Researches 




SHOPPING VENUES NEAR THE SITE 
1. Former Central Market (the site) on Queen's Road and Des Voeux Road. 
Very aromatic food market with fresh meat, etc, now derelict. 
Still a few shops operating on the upper gallery leading to the Escalator 
2. Gage Street and Graham Street, Wet Market. 
3. Peel street, First half is fruits and veggies. Second half is dry goods. 
4. Li Yuen Street East, non-designer handbag 
5. Li Yuen Street West, Satin coats and vests. 
5. Pottinger Street, steep climb, get cheap colourful silk or polyester cord. 
6. Wing Kut Street, an agglomeration of jewels and accessories wholesalers 
Hollywood Road, a series of shops selling antiques and homeware. 
Centers of Central (shopping buildings): The Landmark, Central Building, 
Prince's Building, 
The Gaileria at 9 Queen's, Swire House, Redder Building. 
Best Mali: Pacific Place 88 Queensway. The hottest location in town. Upscale. 
Open 10 AM to 8 PM. Lots of expensive brand names of clothes and fashion accessories. 
Site 
A 





B N / 
C N / v / 
D N / 
E n / 
Site 













Street stalls (dry items) 
Cochrane Street, Wellington 
Street 
Green space below escalator 
Queen's Road Central 
elevated walkway to 
escalator 
Below the Escalator 
Cochrane Street 
shopping gallery through 








corner shop and wet market 
Site 
Theories and Researches 
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SITE VISIONS 
Queen's Road Central 
former indoor wetmarket 
Part of the Escalator 
above Cochrane Street 
Stanley Street 
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DES VOEUX ROAD CENTRAL 
escalators to homemade club 






(overviewing cookery classrooms) 
THE MART 
Speech Platform for health semiars 
(can be heard from all levels) 
Site 
’-气：昏 ^ .A：. M _ 
stop, see & listen, smell & taste, share & learn, buy and enjoy life! 
Acquire the right attitude to life... 
it is a lifestyle exchange, a place where peo-
ple can share, discuss and learn from each 
others'ways and experiences of living. 
The site functions as an interchange where the 
supermarket anchors people of different back-
grounds and redistribute them. 
THE 
SITE SECTION -ELEVATION 
through Queen Victoria Street 
/ 
/ J ^ 孜 
V-
\ 
拿 5 ^ 、 《 “ 
H 
、 一 K 
/ 
/ 
y ^After the threats of SARS and 
‘ i n f l u e n z a .superstores are definitely be-
coming our mode of living as traditional 
wet markets no longer suffice our elevat-
ing living standards and hygiene needs. 
Through travels and the influence of 
media, we acquire taste for other ethnic 
flavors and a much wider selection of 
goods. We are turning to organic and 
homemade products since knowledge 
reveals the harm chemicals can bring to 
our body. 
Health and longevity become a necces-
sity, a lifestyle and a pursuit in life. 
N 
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—n、： SOML NCW ETHNIC FLAVORS 
VI^ir THE RECIPIE LIBRARY 
THRU TO f tOMEMADt CLUB 
LISTEN 10 THE HEALTH SPEECH, 
PROCEED TO DESIGNERS' GALLRPv 
OR DOWN TO THE STREET 
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